
Dear Massive Friends of the Global Political Parties 2014/7/2

Please confirm the fatal facts(on the climate) and make plan for global
co-operation to act(No2 letter).
http://www.777true.net/How-to-confirm-the-climate-emergency-realities.pdf

Now author-himself can not have gotten the satisfactory solution of climate policy,

but very incomplete one.It is design of Life Assurance Strategy for people with Climate fix
Engineerings.Now we all must urge IPCC(UN)to admit their decisive failure to turn their

conclusion.IPCC temperature projection is only rise and halt,but not turn to down for the
stability. It would be disastrous to trigger Arctic methane catastrophe toward extinction hell.

IPCC Temperature Prediction with emission scenarios(toward extinction !!!)

http://www.skepticalscience.com/ipcc-overestimate-global-warming.htm

http://www.skepticalscience.com/iea-co2-emissions-update-2010.html

Our projection is recovering stable temperature(by pulling down CO2 by 80%cut !!!.)

http://www.skepticalscience.com/ipcc-overestimate-global-warming.htm
http://www.skepticalscience.com/iea-co2-emissions-update-2010.html


If IPCC(UN) would not go toward drastic own revolution to turn own failure conclusion,

We -ourselves have to establish alternative Working Group to design and implement

necessary new climate policy. This is our emergent task for all of you !!!.

Thereby ,Attack IPCC(UN)with our governments to turn their wrong projections !!!

*Climate fact recognition is simply verifying only the scientifical reality(a diagnosis is

essentially unique and only). While climate policy design due to the diagnosis is opting

way of massive our life in coming climate war time. This could not be accomplished

without massive agreement of global parties !!!.

The problem kernel is here !!!.

Something drastic skill may be necessary to turn our stubborn past thinking way !!!.

This is also our emergent task for all of you !!!.

Certainly the problem is outrageously too big,

though coming hell is more outrageously too big！!,.

People could do best once they accepted fact !!!.

Trust and Bet it !!!!!
The “Most Barrier” for Accomplishing “Global Massive Agreement”
No Recognition on fatal climate reality
In Strong Delusion by Global Massive
and Synchronous Paralyzing in pleasure
life in mass oil consumption civilization

Confirming the fatal Facts
by Global Massive by own-self

Outrageous Difficulty of the Policy

strong Hatred against the bitter Policy
especially in conservative wealthy class

Confirming “coming Climate Hell World
Reality” by Global Massive by own-self
Confirming Possible Solutions by Global
Massive by own-self

Distrust and Desperate
the conscious or unconscious
on Massive Others Cooperation Possibility

Confirming “Will “of Global Massive

by each other’s frank communications

Now our decisive weak-point is "confirming realizable Solution by
Global Massive by own-selves !!!.
*However,author-himself has been optimistic on the decisive new energy engineering,

because once carbon energy were substantially baned,new energy development would

grow rapidly and massively in the world.Now which has been substantially devastating by

the cheap massive oil energy. Also because the problem is to live or to die.

.......................



⒞Distrust and Desperate on Massive Others.
If people considered it impossible,it would become impossible,while people find it possible,

it would become possible.Thereby,we must show the validity.The task shall be in next time.

＊Person ability could find talent ability,while person inability tend to see the problems

pessimistic.They has little experience of success.It is a problem of getting a skill.

At first,they find an anything easy problem solvable in dairy life.An experience of success

is important. Such perpetual trainings give patience and joy with selfconfidence.
Selfconfidence could get reliability from not only own,but also from others and

the consequence make them generous and trust to others.

This is very important in the era facing outrageous difficulties.

＊Sense of Solidarity by decent Religion and Political Ideology,.
Recent authors important finding is decent Religion is genuine and the aim of decent

Religion is political solidarity against injustice, but not only ethics teaches.

http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

http://www.777true.net/the-upside-down-WEST-propaganda-world.pdf

Above claiming would demand drastic reforming both established Religious society and

Leftist society toward their decisive reconciliation and global solidarity making.

*Remember their initial history of religion and leftism,both of who had been terribly

persecuted by political power at that time(and also now time).
That right !!.This is nothing,but both were revolutional movements toward democracy.

The Bible,Ephesians. http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm

6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,

against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high

places. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to

withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your

loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; And your feet

shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace; Above all, taking the shield of faith,

wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.

＊Marvin Gaye predicted today’s chaos and J.Lennon’s song is same as what God intend.

Imagine by John Lennon(1971)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwUGSYDKUxU

Marvin Gaye - Save the Children [What's Going On] (1971)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IB9-QrLOWag

http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
http://www.777true.net/the-upside-down-WEST-propaganda-world.pdf
http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwUGSYDKUxU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IB9-QrLOWag


Appendix:
How to make and close debate
http://www.777true.net/World-Wide-KO-Battle-Show-of-the-Supreme-HeavyClass-Champio

nship-Decision.pdf

Mathew 5:37,Let your word be "Yes,Yes,or"No,No:

anything more than this comes from the evil one.

Leadership Manual
http://www.777true.net/Leadership_Manual.pdf

Only commander can decide acceptable risks

http://www.777true.net/World-Wide-KO-Battle-Show-of-the-Supreme-HeavyClass-Championship-Decision.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Leadership_Manual.pdf

